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Monday, June 22nd, 2020 

10:30 – 12:00 CET by Zoom 

 

 

Participants 

Christina Pierrakou  √ Eleni Bisioti √ 

Tessa de Wit  √* Mark van der Spoel √ 

Michał Bis √ Anna Bilska √ 

Wai King Meijer-Cheung √ Sjoerd Schenau  χ 

Remco Paulussen (minutes) √ Andrea Ascheri √ 
 
* During the meeting, Tessa experienced technical issues and was not able to reconnect to the meeting. The day after, Remco 

and Tessa had a brief phone call to provide an update. Where needed, it’s been included in these minutes. 

 

Agenda 

1. Opening and welcome of Andrea (10 min) 

 We welcomed Andrea. He joined Eurostat recently, working for unit B1, Methodology and 

Innovation in Official Statistics. He also works together with Eurostat transport department. 

 Andrea would like to get more acquainted to this work package. Looking at different transport 

modes, and follow the technical work more closely. He is available for some hands-on work, 

like running the solutions in the Data Platform environment. 

2. Testing our products at other NSI’s (45 min) 

2.1 Status of Data platform (Michal) 

 The new version of DataLab is called the Data Platform and is based on Azure. It consists of 

three clusters: Jupiter, Hadoop, PostgreSQL. Access to data studio does not work yet. S3 

bucket is slow, but used for transfer data to HDFS. 

 Michał will load the EMSA AIS data and test the service this week. On Friday, he will send a 

mail with the progress made. #47 

 Eleni did not receive a mail to create her account for the Data Platform. Michał will ask 

Alexander to resend the mail. Update: after the meeting, Eleni found the original mail in the 

spambox. 

 Request to Eleni to test the PostgreSQL service to see whether it is technically working. 

Alexander is the contact person for technical issues. Also, Andrea will be kept in the loop. #48 

2.2 Port visits solution 

 In order to test the port visit for Poland and The Netherlands, some specifics of the harbours 

are needed, like the geographical locations and where which terminals are. Also a ship register 

is needed with specifics like gross tonnage and type of ship. 



 Eleni will provide a list of prerequisites (parameters) needed in order to configure and test the 

solution for another NSI. #49 

 For testing purposes, not all AIS data is needed. We decided to only load the data of March 

2017 into PostgreSQL. Eline will take care of this. #49 Note that the test itself, might only be 

on a few days of data. Loading the data might be time consuming. However, because the 

EMSA data is already cleaned and split in CSV files, this might be not too bad. 

 Michał prefers to have Eleni run the solution in data environment for the Polish case. After 

the meeting, Tessa stated that she can perform this for the Dutch case. 

2.3 Fishing Fleet solution 

 Michał will test the fishing fleet solution in the Data Platform environment. On July 20th, the 

solution will be available to test the Greece and Dutch case. Note however, that until now 

only national data was used. The effect of using EMSA data is unknown. The solution uses a 

European register of fishing ships, which is used to filter the data. So, there is no need to 

provide information on fishing ships. 

 Michał will send a proposal for which time period and ports, the solution will be tested for 

Greece and The Netherlands. #50 

3. Status of other WPE solutions (15 min) 

3.1 Inland waterways (Mark/Tessa) 

 At The Netherlands, AIS data is being tested on a high performance computing platform (to 

be more specific, the solution from Greenplum). Mark will present this, including the results 

so far, next meeting. #51 

 It is expected, that by the end of this year, the AIS solution to resolve the undercoverage of 

the Inland Waterways (IWW) statistics is taken into production. 

3.2 Emission statistics (Wai King/Sjoerd) 

 On the UN Global Platform, some AIS data is available of older years (2017 and 2018) and all 

data as of 2019 onwards. For testing purposes, we need older data (2017), which implies that 

only a couple of months of global AIS data is available. Hopefully, this is sufficient, to calculate 

the emissions and energy used. 

 Wai King developed four methods to calculate emissions and energy used. For example, to 

differentiate between sea travel on Dutch and non-Dutch waters. 

 EMSA provided more information on Thesis MRV. On this site, the emissions per year per ship 

are reported by the owning companies. Tessa and Wai King will check  whether this data could 

be used as a lower limit to check the emission results of the AIS solution. 

 Andrea mentioned that certain commercial companies can provide ship details, like engine 

used, if needed. This is good to know. 

 OECD calculated aviation emissions and is very interested in our work on emissions of ships. 

Wai King shared the work done so far. If OECD wants to run the solution using AIS data, this 

might be dome on the UN Global Platform. It is not clear, who is allowed to get access to the 

Data Platform environment. Remco will contact Albrecht #52 

4. Status of action items 

 Because of time constraints, the action list was not discussed during the meeting, but updated 

afterwards via mail. 



# Action Who Deadline Remarks 

34 Check available sources of ship 
info on UN platform 

Tessa End of 
February 

 

47 Test the Data Platform and 
load EMSA AIS data 

Michał June 26th  

48 Test PostgreSQL service on the 
Data Platform 

Eleni July  

49 Provide list of prerequisites 
(parameters) to configure and 
test the port visit solution 

Eleni July  

50 Send proposal for which time 
period and ports, the fishing 
fleet solution will be tested 

Michał July  

51 Present processing AIS data on 
a high performance computing 
platform 

Mark July  

52 Check with Albrecht who is 
allowed to get access to the 
Data Platform environment 

Remco July  

53 Create proposed template for 
our final deliverable 

Remco June 26th  

 

5. AOB and closing 

 Remco will create a proposed template for our final deliverable, which is due by the end of 

September for review by the review board. 

 The topics for next WPE meeting on Monday, July 27th, are: 

o Progress on testing Port Visits and Fishing Fleet solutions for the other NSIs (all) 

o Planning to create and deliver our final deliverable E4 (all) 

o Status of other WPE solutions (mainly Wai King for Emissions) 

o Processing AIS data on a high performance computing platform (Mark) 


